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Abstract. We respond to Valle and Clark,1 who assert that “conservation efforts may increase malaria burden in the Brazilian Amazon,” because the relationship between forest cover and malaria incidence was stronger than the effect of the deforestation rate.1 We contend that their conclusion is flawed because of limitations in their methodology that we discuss in detail. Most important are the exclusion of one-half the original data without a discussion of selection bias, the lack of model adjustment for either population growth or migration, and the crude classifications of land cover and protected areas that lead to aggregation bias.1 Of greater significance, we stress the need for caution in the interpretation of data that could have profound effects on regional land use decisions.

In a recent article, Valle and Clark1 found that, in 401 cities in the Brazilian Amazon, both deforestation and percent forest cover in a 20-km area around cities were associated with an increase in malaria cases reported to the primary health clinic in the city. Valle and Clark1 conclude that “conservation efforts may increase malaria burden in the Brazilian Amazon,” because the relationship between forest cover and malaria was stronger than the effect of the deforestation rate.1 We contend that their conclusion is flawed because of limitations in their methodology. Of greater significance, we stress the need for caution in the interpretation of data that could have profound effects on regional land use decisions. In stark contrast, Laporta and others2 conclude that biodiversity and intact forests can help eliminate local malaria transmission, consistent with our studies on malaria cases3 and risk.4,5 These opposing results show the need for additional discussion on this important issue, and we invite Valle and Clark1 to respond to our critique.

Valle and Clark1 use monthly malaria data collected over a 4.5-year period but use census data collected at a single time for their denominator to calculate malaria incidence. Furthermore, Valle and Clark1 confuse the term malaria incidence, the rate value typically used for epidemiological risk, with malaria cases, a statistic that fails to account for fluctuations in size of the population at risk; unfortunately, the latter was used in their risk estimates in figures 1 and 2 in ref. 1.

Urbanization and migration are dynamic processes that work across geographic and temporal scales to affect forest loss and disease rates.5,7 It has been recognized, specifically in Brazil, that as urban areas expand and improve infrastructure, malaria rates fall, consistent with the frontier malaria hypothesis—that malaria incidence particularly varies during early stages of urban development.8,9 In addition, migration, which is ubiquitous throughout the Brazilian Amazon,10 is a key determinant of malaria, because it alters the interface between humans and their environment. Migration has been used to understand the timing of frontier settlement, genetic variability of Plasmodium, and population age structure.7,10–12 Thus, to assume that population size and distribution remain static during a time period (2000–2010) when the Brazilian Amazon population increased by 23% (compared with 12% across Brazil) is extremely problematic.13 If population size was underestimated in areas with high forest cover, the results by Valle and Clark1 would be biased to a positive association between forest cover and malaria when, in fact, malaria case rates may have stayed constant or even declined. Although population growth may ultimately result in greater forest losses, to ignore a changing denominator in the calculation of a rate raises serious doubt about the validity of their conclusions.

The process of data exclusion also poses challenges to inference. Valle and Clark1 excluded rural health facilities outside of established cities, cities with less than 2 years of malaria data, and the two easternmost states in the Amazon (Maranhao and Tocantins). Consequently, the resulting dataset contained only about one-half of the original malaria cases, and the 20-km buffer around their selected cities represents only 4.8% of the Brazilian Amazon, which omits a large portion of rural and forested areas from their analysis (Figure 1). Because there is no information about the excluded health facilities or comparisons provided between included and excluded areas, it is highly likely that the analysis suffers from selection bias. This finding is perplexing, because the sophisticated modeling approach used can easily be extended to account for incomplete data. Given the wealth of research in rural and newly established areas that show a strong frontier malaria effect after deforestation, the exclusion of these types of areas should be strongly justified before reaching conclusions about any relationship between the environment and the disease.

The 20-km buffer used by Valle and Clark1 (Figure 2) suffers from a classic ecological fallacy caused by aggregating exposure (proximity to a protected area [PA]) and disease (rural malaria cases), which results in false conclusions about the directionality of the relationship. Just 14.4% of malaria cases in Brazil occur in urban residents, whereas 24.6% originate.
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in rural provisional settlements, indigenous areas, and mining outposts, which represent an enormous burden relative to the small population size in rural areas.\textsuperscript{14}

Although the Programa de Cálculo do Desflorestamento da Amazônia (PRODES) data used by Valle and Clark\textsuperscript{1} are the recognized standard for deforestation monitoring in the Amazon,\textsuperscript{15,16} the crude land cover classes (e.g., forest versus non-forest) are insufficient to draw the sweeping conclusion that “greater forest cover (as a proxy for proximity to forest fringes) tends to be associated with higher malaria incidence.” As discussed by Messina and Pan,\textsuperscript{17} this method is an unfortunate and often misused method that creates ecological fallacies because of the inability of coarse land classification products like PRODES to tease out subtle types of deforestation pressure when studying the impacts on malaria. For example, Vittor and others\textsuperscript{4,5} found that the presence of \textit{Anopheles darlingi} larvae, \textit{A. darlingi} biting rates, and human \textit{P. vivax} rates (Amy Vittor, personal communication) were higher in areas near secondary regrowth forest but the opposite when they considered primary forest edge. Hahn MB and others\textsuperscript{18} did not detect the relationship between deforestation and malaria incidence at the county level, which has been found by others at the sub-county scale.\textsuperscript{9} However, Hahn MB and others (unpublished data) found that counties that had experienced selective logging saw a 72% increase in malaria risk compared with areas with no selective logging. Valle and Clark\textsuperscript{1} claim that they are measuring the impact of “conservation efforts,” but by failing to distinguish areas of secondary regrowth or selective logging from primary forests, they could just as easily be measuring the impact of logging from prior decades.\textsuperscript{1}

Valle and Clark\textsuperscript{1} also ignore the fate of the cleared forest in their analysis.\textsuperscript{19} Deforestation in the Amazon has a number of drivers, including mining, cattle farming, soybean production, and urban sprawl,\textsuperscript{20} and the landscape created by each of these land uses has a different effect on malaria. For instance, in Mato Grosso, the southernmost state of the Amazonian region, forest is being replaced by cattle farming and large soybean plantations, and this use has reduced malaria incidence.\textsuperscript{14,21} However, 43% of cases in the Amazon are now being reported from Para, where deforestation results from timber production and mining.\textsuperscript{14}

Another finding of Valle and Clark\textsuperscript{1} is that proximity to a PA is associated with increased malaria risk. According to the Brazilian National Protected Areas System (SNUC), there are two types of PAs: one type in which strict protection and biodiversity conservation are the primary objectives and another type defined as areas of sustainable use that allow varying levels of resource extraction.\textsuperscript{22} The effect of aggregating PAs into one group is akin to using crude land cover classes resulting in aggregation bias. A prime example is in Acre, where rubber-tapping communities have PAs designated for sustainable use such that forest cover remains constant, but human–environment relationships are also persistent.\textsuperscript{23} In this setting, rubber tapping has been identified as a key determinant of malaria risk.\textsuperscript{9} Related to this finding is recent research by Nolte and others\textsuperscript{23} that showed both the importance of PA type on human–environment interactions as well as the tendency of PAs to be located in areas of high deforestation pressure. Because cities included in the analysis were likely larger with more established infrastructure (cities with missing data were excluded), one can also assume that these cities exert higher pressure on the surrounding landscape.
than excluded cities and thus, are more likely to be located near a PA. It is important to note that, of 36 sustainable use PAs, 28 PAs are in the Amazon, and of 441 indigenous PA reserves, 361 PAs are in the Amazon (20% of its total area). Although Valle and Clark raise a valid point that potential negative impacts of PAs have not been vetted, to properly evaluate the impact of proximity to PAs, one would need to at least adjust for the potential location bias of a PA and its type and include towns of all sizes.

We conclude that a thorough understanding of the complex relationship between ecological disturbance and malaria across the Brazilian Amazon requires continuous collection of malaria data at the submunicipality level, high-resolution satellite imagery that can detect subcanopy forest disturbances (e.g., selective logging), and accurate sociodemographic data to address potentially large confounders, such as migration, access to healthcare, and occupational exposure. We applaud the Brazilian Ministry of Health for publishing comprehensive data of confirmed malaria cases, which supports regional geospatial analyses, but there are limitations. The connections between forest disturbance and malaria in the Brazilian Amazon have been described within many spatial, temporal, and social contexts, but the complexity of the disease transmission cycle and the paucity of environmental and health data at similar spatial and temporal resolutions have made broad conclusions difficult to establish. Regardless, the edge of the Brazilian Amazon is among the most active land use frontiers and the largest remaining tropical forest. Policymakers need strong science-based guidance to make land use decisions that will inevitably affect global and regional climate, biodiversity, and human health.
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